
PAC Meeting   Feb 21, 2017 
 

COOKBOOK PROGRESS: 

-90 recipes so far, will definitely reach the min of 100...for any further submissions, no more 
cookies!!! 

-2 free info pages (1 from principal/ VP, 1 thank you page from PAC?)? Grade 7 to do cover 

- $450 in donations great addition to counter the costs associated with printing, shipping etc.  

- Agreed on pre-order with extras to order…Sell them at functions and at the office 

--Name the cookbook contest (gets kids talking about it at home), Sent out for the weekend, 
submissions in by Tuesday! 

-Pizza Days first 2 covered need to get more Volunteers 

-Movie night next one not sure decide on April  

-Decided to Book a Magician night June 9th is the Date! Lots to do to advertise this NEXT MEETING 
very important attendance  

-Looking to have John the Magician attend fun night to promote to kids and parents as well as an 
assembly….Mr. Hurt is ok with us adding an Assembly for this. 

--1 show, with possibly second showing same day for reduced cost, depending on interest 

- 60 mins show was decided on 

-We can do concession and sell items to discuss more at next meeting 

-Meeting notes have been requested as parents are unhappy with lack of updates……Solution…..We 
have added notes to the PAC board and the notes will be added within a week after the office 
receives the notes………..AS well we have been told some parents are unhappy feeling not 
involved….Solution meetings are always open please join us…..Any parents that can’t attend with 
concerns are always welcome to contact us via email to set up a meeting or voice their concerns. We 
are all volunteer’s and are doing our best but want to make sure that all concerns are addressed and 
dealt with the best of our ability. 

 

Thank you to everyone for your Patience during the Transition this year of a Brand New AMAZING 
PAC and electing me as a Leader…. this is all new to me as well so please come to me anytime with 
Ideas, concerns or just for updates! This is a TEAM and we will DO this all TOGETHER!!! 

 

NEXT PAC MEETING APRIL 4th @ 6:15pm we had 10 members vote that they can make Tuesdays 
work…. if it doesn’t work for you I will continue to keep updated and involved in all upcoming events 
via email!! 

Thanks Christina  


